People HR is a human resources management system for progressive HR
professionals who want to make better decisions, engage their employees, and
deliver high-impact results for their organisation.

That’s a big claim. So how does it work?
Adopt a system that works how you work

No two organisations operate in the same way, which is why
People HR adapts to how you work. Whether it’s the type of
information you record, the reports you prepare, the way you
approve leave requests, or what your new starter process
looks like. We fit you, not the other way around.

Automate the tasks you hate

You want to focus your intelligence and passion
on the HR activities that really matter, like hiring
and retaining talented people, and nurturing a
more productive workforce. People HR helps you
to automate the repetitive manual tasks you hate,
so you can take care of more important work.

Access accurate information, anywhere

You make smarter decisions and fewer mistakes
when your information isn’t scattered on different
spreadsheets, computers, paper files and email
inboxes. People HR stores all your data in a single
place, meaning you and your team can access it
instantly, from anywhere.

Rely on friendly experts

It’s not all about the software. When you work
with People HR, you work with a team of friendly
experts who understand your challenges and speak
your language. From training and implementation,
to ongoing help and support, we’re with you every
step of the way.

Give your employees a system they’ll love

People HR is a system your workforce will actually
use, because it is quick to learn and easy to access
from any device. Employees love feeling in the
loop, while enjoying a painless way to manage
HR tasks like holiday requests, expense claims or
performance reviews.

Show high-impact results

HR data can be powerful
when presented in the right
way. People HR makes your
essential information clear and
easy to navigate, and gives you
the tools to create high-impact
reports, which show compelling
insights that drive action.
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